
Bangladeshi society being destroyed by
Islamic fundamentalism, says exiled writer
Posted: Thu, 24th Nov 2016

Exiled Bangladeshi writer Taslima Nasreen, who lives under constant protection, has told AFP that
Islamic fundamentalism has destroyed Bangladeshi society.

Nasreen said that in the 1980s she "wrote about Islamic fundamentalists. I said that they should not
go unopposed or they will destroy our society, that's exactly what's happened now.

"Islamisation started in Bangladesh in the 1980s and in the 80s I was very worried."

Several fatwas were issued calling for her death for secular writing, and Nasreen has not returned
to Bangladesh in over twenty years.

There has been a spate of killings in Bangladesh, with secular writers targeted by Islamists and
attacked with machetes.

Nasreen said that the current government had failed to respond strongly enough to the attacks.
The father of one murdered writer said the government was showing "silent support" for the killings.

"I am very worried. Bangladesh was born as a secular state but now it's a kind of fundamentalist
state," Nasreen said to AFP. But now "Islamic fundamentalists are very powerful, they can kill
anyone if they want.

"And because those atheist bloggers criticise Islam ? they criticise other religions too ? but because
they criticised Islam they were hacked to death and the government didn't take any action against
those killers."

The writer said that she was used to living under guard with persistent death threats. "I think I've
got used to it, you have to.

"You cannot think of death all the time, then it's not a living. If I think of death all the time then I
would not have been able to write so many books.

"Of course every time a fatwa is issued I get shocked, I get sad, I get scared and then you know
you have to live your everyday life."

Discussing Islamist attacks on secular writers and the attack on Charlie Hebdo, Nasreen said that
"Freedom of expression cannot exist without the right to offend."

"Many of my books, people say they hurt their religious feelings.

"But I think that if we believe in freedom of expression then we should believe also that everybody
should have the right to express their opinions and everybody has the right to offend others and
nobody has the right to live their entire life without being offended."

Nasreen recently published In Exile: A Memoir

http://www.themalaymailonline.com/read/article/exiled-writer-nasreen-fears-for-bangladeshs-future
http://en.prothom-alo.com/bangladesh/news/71157/Govt-silently-supports-blogger-killing-Ajay-Roy
http://www.amazon.in/Exile-Memoir-Taslima-Nasrin/dp/0670088749


See also: 2015: A year of terror for Bangladesh's secularist writers
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Response unit needed to tackle blasphemy flashpoints,
report says
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NSS address urges UN to call for government action on
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Religious privilege is undermining rights of UK citizens, NSS tells UN committee. Read More »

Anti-blasphemy extremism “gaining momentum” in UK,
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New extremism definition may put free speech at risk, NSS
warns

Proposed definition could 'label secularists as extremists'. Read More »

A state Church is no bulwark against extremism – but
secularism is

With its commitment to the separation of religion and state and safeguarding the rights of all
individuals, secularism can provide an effective defence against the spread of extremism, says
Stephen Evans. Read More »
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